Press release

Berlin art, cultur and Sweden in Berlin

Marcus Carlsson H2O @PharoDercks Gallery Berlin
PharoDercks gallery is proud to present Marcus Carlsson, an internationally successful artist,
who has already attracted a great deal of attention in a short period of time. He won several
awards, among others in 2016 the “International Art Prize” Uffizi – Florence ” and the” Tiepolo
– Arte Milan “. After exhibitions in Florence, the MAMAG (Modern Art Museum Austria), the
Expo “Carrousel du Louvre” Paris, and exhibitions in New York, Washington, Milan and
Shanghai, it was time to go for Berlin. At PharoDercks, Marcus Carlsson presents his latest
works, exclusively for Berlin, with the defining element connecting him with Berlin, H2O –
water.

H2O
Berlin lies, lives and loves on, in and by the water.
H2O is within – and for Berlin a defining element,
a continual theme. That’s Marcus Carlsson’s
topic for his Berlin exhibition 2019. Presenting his
abstract paintings, playful, full of anecdotes.
From 1st of March to 27th of April, he presents
his works at PharoDercks – at the gallery on
Schönhauser Allee.

Marcus Carlsson ... has many facets. Originally
a professional photographer working all over
Europe, his main focus in the last decade shifted
increasingly to painting. In this field, his works
won prizes, and he has made a name for himself
on 3 continents. Born 1977 in Teckomatorp,
Sweden, the artist continues to devote himself to
video
art
and
photography
(http://www.artbymac.se/) in addition to
painting. His latest project “Berliner Reihe –
H2O” will now be presented exclusively in Berlin.

Gallery PharoDercks
presents regularly changing exhibitions, ranging from drawings, paintings and photography to
video installations and sculptures. Berlin art, Berlin artists and friends of the city, form the
field of tension of our exhibitions, together with topics that move this city. The gallery is
located directly on the Schönhauser Allee, at the Prenzlauer Berg district, on one of the most
famous and lively boulevards in Berlin - just a stone's throw away from Mauerpark and
Kastanienallee. You can reach us quickly and easily by subway or tram. The stations UEberswalder Straße and S-Schönhauser Allee are within walking distance.
What:

Marcus Carlsson | H2O | abstract paintings | oil on canvas

Where:

PharoDercks - Schönhauser Allee 58 - Berlin | U-Eberswalder | S-Schönhauser

When:

01st of March till 27th of April | Tue – Sat 12 noon – 6 p.m.

Contact:
Markus Pharo-Dercks markus@languageandart.de | Mobil: +49 152 32043372
MORE INFO: https://www.languageandart.de/en/marcus-carlsson/

